Genetic disruption of the putative binding site for Homer on DmGluRA reduces sleep in Drosophila.
Homer proteins mediate plasticity and signaling at the postsynaptic density of neurons and are necessary for sleep and synaptic remodeling during sleep. The goal of this study was to investigate the mechanisms of sleep regulation by Homer signaling. Using the Drosophila animal model, we demonstrate that knockdown of Homer specifically in the brain reduces sleep and that Drosophila Homer binds to the sole Drosophila mGluR, known as DmGluRA. This is the first evidence that DmGluRA, which bears greatest homology to group II mammalian mGluRs, shares functional homology with group I mGluRs which couple to Homer proteins in mammals. Since sleep is associated with the physical dissociation of Homer and mGluRs proteins at the synapse we sought to determine the functional necessity of Homer and DmGluRA interaction in sleep regulation. Using the CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing system, we generated a targeted amino acid replacement of the putative binding site for Homer on DmGluRA to prevent Homer and DmGluRA protein binding. We found that loss of the conserved proline-rich PPXXF sequence on DmGluRA reduces Homer/DmGluRA associations and significantly reduces sleep amount. Thus, we identify a conserved mechanism of synaptic plasticity in Drosophila and demonstrate that the interaction of Homer with DmGluRA is necessary to promote sleep.